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                    Sucheta Priyabadini

                    Social Science teacher,

                    Stewart School, Bhubaneshwar
                  

                  
                    
                      If you don't update yourself today then you don't have a place in this world tomorrow.

                      School and college certificates are like the passport to get into higher studies and job positions. However, extra-curriculars create a lifelong experience. The tremendous talent and potential embedded in today's youth are explored to the fullest extent and are put to use for the betterment of the entire society through such involved activities. The motto of extracurricular activities is "Education through Entertainment" and hence more and more institutions of learning must add them in their curriculum.
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                        Gift your kid a childhood to cherish
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                        A Jamshedpur Teacher cooks up a MasterChef Recipe for Success
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                        Teaching is not a child's play
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                        Parental stres makes Jack a dull boy
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                My father is my inspiration to be a teacher!
              

              Interviewing Mr. Prashant Kumar was a learning experience in itself. This young Junior Research Fellowship achiever and a Hindi teacher at Kendriya Vidyalaya in Arunachal Pradesh is sure that every attempt he makes towards transforming the education system is yet another step in the right direction. Holding his vision and trusting the process, he intends to do a lot with all his passion and energy by his side.
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                Things that animate holds a student's attention
              

              If there is one profession responsible for every other profession, it is teaching. And we at SchoolFinder came across someone who has bore this responsibility with her knowledge, compassion and her conviction to empower every child to reach great heights.
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                There is no one right way to impart education
              

              "A teacher reveals the past, presents the present and creates the future" but we barely know how! Today we kick-off our ChalkTalk segment where we will have tête-à-tête with and pay our tribute to those teachers who touch thousands of lives. Mrs. Sangita Sabarwal, Principal of S N Sidheshwar School, Gurgaon,with 25 years of experience behind her opens up about what it takes to create a good teacher and a better school.
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                Don't be a bystander if your child is a bully or being bullied
              

              A few scars remain for life no matter how much you try to heal. Being bullied is one of the wounds. Only prevention works here. Lets get to know a few hints that may infere that your child may be bullied.
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                This happens to every student in every school in India
              

              Children are more impressionable than you may imagine! And that is why they are very perceptive about peppy songs, idiosyncrasies or catchy one-liners mouthed by movie stars and everything else playing in that box in our living rooms we call TV. Same happens for them at school too. Lets have a look at what chilren silently learn at school
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                Important tips for selecting a school
              

              We have found parents walking on Pen-rose stairs while looking for admission of their children. Here are some important points parents should not miss while they are selecting school for their children.
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                10 best practices for the new age teacher
              

              In todays time the ground rules of teaching has changed and so has the dynamics between a teacher and a student. So here are some techniques that will help you tackle the new breed of students and guide them into easy learning.
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                Quality of Primary Education in India
              

              India has attained the numbers in terms of literacy but has it attained the quality? Brain drain is a major phenomena in the country and /externalLink leaving us behind in the race.
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                10 most compelling reasons why schools should have a Library
              

              A library is a catalyst for literacy and reading. The school library is central to learning and plays a key role as a place for encouraging innovation, curiosity, and problem solving. Here is a compilation of 10 compelling reasons why good libraries are an absolute must-have for schools.
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                Bharatnatyam / Hindustani music also fetches you marks in CBSE boards!
              

              Holistic development of children have become a serious need of the our. Both parents and the school must take this into consideration. CBSE too, has taken this into account and awards the students involving in co-curricular activities. Here is an insight.
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                  IGCSE Explained in detail
                

                Like other modern programmes, IGCSE offers a wider range of subjects and encourages high academic standards through a practical approach to teaching and learning. Assessment is not limited to conventional written papers and they consist of a variety of tests e.g. oral and listening tests. Given here is a detailed explanation of how IGCSE is moulded.
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                Difference between CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE, IB and State Board
              

              I know we all believe in having choices, but don’t those choices become a tad confusing, sometimes? Today we have a taste for, say Blue clothing tomorrow it may change dictated by our ever-so-changing mood to a peachy shade. But this change is harmless, not life altering, per say.
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                If Govt. is graded on RTE Act, it would read,Average. Can do much better!
              

              The shiny dream that the Govt. showed with RTE act and the sorry picture that the people saw of it, clearly there a lot of headway that the act needs to be truly effective and fully flawlessly functional.
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                Shocking! Indian education system gets ranked 73rd in a global study
              

              Indian education system is good enough to produce a valuable and well knowledgeable personalities, IIT & IIM alumni are not just powering internet giants of the Silicon Valley but are also corporate high wheelers at the Wall Street. does this premise hold water? Let's find out.
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                Free Education to underprivileged children in India
              

              The Education system of India has challenges of various ordeal. Be it the population of India or the dearth of facilities in schools. While the critics underline statistics of inequity, many organizations and even individuals are putting concrete efforts to transform education system in India.
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                        60% of schools named for aid in Maharashtra found ineligible
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                        Now, saffron outfit wants CBSE schools to drop foreign languages
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                        School transport assn takes to tech
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                        Schools to add 'Third Gender' option in form
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                        Clerk beaten, arrested for molesting Class 9 student at Rupi Nagar
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                        The Top schools in Pune..
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